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AGENDA
0830 – 0900

Registration and breakfast

0900 – 0915

Welcome and Introduction

0915 – 0940

New infrastructures in the data economy:
Smart cities/IoT/ Autonomous mobility

0940 – 1005

Blockchain: New technologies benefiting from and enabling
the data economy

1005 – 1030

Impact of data privacy: Cybersecurity/Data
Localisation/ Data Surveillance/ Data Ethics

1030 – 1040

Coffee Break

1040 – 1105

Doing deals in the data economy: The role of data in
tech transactions and the impact of data transfer on the
restructuring of groups

1105 – 1130

Big data and antitrust: Competition law issues in the
data economy

1130 – 1155

Future of work in the data economy: Employment issues
in the data age

1155 – 1205

Coffee Break

1205 – 1230

Open data and its impact

1230 – 1300

Digital Taxation in the Data Economy

1300 – 1400

Lunch and keynote presentation from Robert Koepp,
Director of The Economist Corporate Network

Kate Alexander

Partner, London
kate.alexander@bakermckenzie.com
Kate Alexander is a partner in the Firm’s London office and a member of the
Global Technology, Media and Telecoms Industry Group’s leadership. She handles
all aspects of cross-border tax structuring for UK-headed and non-UK headed
groups. She is particularly knowledgeable in UK DPT provisions, CFC regime,
loan relationship anti-avoidance provisions and the new interest limitation rules.
She regularly assists multinational companies with the design of their global
holding and financing structures. Kate is a chartered accountant and chartered
tax adviser with nearly 20 years’ experience in tax-related matters.
Kate’s work focuses on UK and international taxation, particularly the taxation
of financing and intangible property. Kate frequently acts for companies that
are under enquiry from HMRC. She also has extensive experience in settling
open enquiries in relation to highly complex matters that span multiple years,
including through Alternative Dispute Resolution and the High Risk Corporates
Programme. Kate has also appeared as an expert witness in an arbitration
matter heard by the World Bank International Centre for Settlement of
Investment Disputes.
Kate is highly skilled in handling matters on the taxation of intangible property,
including the UK Patent Box, international structuring and hub structures.
She has led numerous projects to help businesses restructure their intangible
property holding structures and associated supply chains.

Anne-Marie Allgrove

Partner, Sydney
anne-marie.allgrove@bakermckenzie.com
Anne-Marie is a partner in the Firm’s Sydney office. She is a past global chair of
the Baker McKenzie Technology, Media and Telecommunications practice and
industry group and is a member of the global Privacy Working group.
Anne-Marie is one of the leading lawyers in relation to privacy in Australia.
Anne-Marie has extensive experience advising on data governance, including
data protection and data security across all industries. Anne-Marie was a member
of the World Economic Forum Global Council on Human Rights and Technology
from 2016-2018 looking at ethics and technology and how to address ethical
issues in the development of technology and where responsibility lies for ethical
compliance.
Anne-Marie also has extensive experience advising on technology and sourcing
arrangements, online strategy and compliance requirements (including contractual
requirements and compliance with privacy and content regulations), information
management and sponsorship, marketing and promotional arrangements.

Rico Chan

Partner, Hong Kong
rico.chan@bakermckenzie.com
Rico Chan is a partner in the Firm’s Hong Kong office and is the head of the
Firm’s Real Estate Practice Group in Hong Kong, China and Asia. He also leads
the Firm’s GBA strategy. Rico has been representing major foreign and local
investors for nearly 30 years in numerous real estate, hotel, construction
and other China corporate investment transactions, including greenfield
development, acquisition, financing, disposal, local investment funds, property
trusts, REITs, major tenancy and restructuring transactions.

Stephen Crosswell

Partner, Hong Kong
stephen.crosswell@bakermckenzie.com
Stephen Crosswell is a partner in the Firm’s Hong Kong office. He advises on a
broad range of competition law issues in China, Hong Kong and throughout the
Asia Pacific, including competition audits and compliance, competition litigation,
competition related judicial review proceedings, access claims, multijurisdictional
cartel investigations, merger clearance, collaboration/joint ventures and antitrust
advisory. Stephen also regularly advises on competition policy matters, including
regulated industry negotiations with governments and regulators, industry
advisory, deregulation, privatization and state owned enterprises reform.
Stephen advises across a broad range of sectors, including media and
telecommunications, government contracts, oil and gas, retail, banking and
finance, property and ports.

Darcy Down

Partner, Chicago
darcy.down@bakermckenzie.com
Darcy Down is a partner in the Firm’s Chicago office. Darcy advises clients on
a wide range of transactional matters, including domestic and cross-border
mergers and acquisitions, global corporate reorganizations, and general
corporate and securities law matters. Darcy is a member of Baker McKenzie’s
North America Pharmaceuticals & Healthcare Steering Committee.

Dominic Edmondson

Senior Associate, Hong Kong
dominic.edmondson@bakermckenzie.com
Dominic Edmondson is a senior associate in the Firm’s Hong Kong office. His practice
focuses on information technology advisory work, IT sourcing & transactions,
cybersecurity, e-commerce, telecommunications, privacy and data protection, as
well as contentious and non-contentious intellectual property matters.
Dominic has a keen interest in AI, big data and distributed ledger technology
and their impact on business in the Greater China region. Dominic studied
Mandarin and put it to good use advising clients on intellectual property
strategy and enforcement in Mainland China, where he worked for four years
(in Beijing) before moving to Hong Kong. Dominic has recently returned from
secondment at a major Chinese technology company, and regularly advises PRC
clients on outbound projects.

Michael Egan

Partner, Washington, DC
michael.egan@bakermckenzie.com
Michael Egan is a partner in the Firm’s Washington DC office. He advises clients
across various industries, including global online businesses, pharmaceutical
companies, healthcare providers, manufacturers, financial institutions, sourcing
providers, retail companies, and other organizations regarding the legal aspects
of global privacy and data protection, data security, information technology, and
related restrictions on data collection and transfer. He focuses on these issues in
the context of: global company operations and applications, including websites,
mobile and e-commerce applications; data security breach and incident response;
transactions; litigation; internal investigations; and government inquiries. He
has represented companies before numerous government authorities, including
the US Federal Trade Commission, the US Department of Justice and the US
Securities and Exchange Commission.
Michael’s practice covers privacy and information management with an emphasis
on regulatory and transactional issues such as consumer protection, data security
and breach notification obligations, email and telemarketing, cross-border data
flows, e-monitoring, e-discovery procedures, sourcing, social media, and other
privacy-related issues.

Francesca Gaudino

Partner, Milan
francesca.gaudino@bakermckenzie.com
Francesca Gaudino is a partner in the Firm’s Milan office. She focuses on data
protection and security, advising particularly on legal issues that arise in the use
of cutting edge technology.
Francesca advises on a full range of data protection and security related
matters, including data protection compliance programs, education and training,
adoption of devoted e-tools for HR management and reporting, pharmaceutical
related privacy and security issues, compliance and regulatory filings, critical
processing of personal data, transfer of data out of the European Union,
multijurisdictional platforms, behavioural advertising, social networks, and
cloud-based and IT outsourcing deals.

Raffaele Giarda

Partner, Rome
raffaele.giarda@bakermckenzie.com
Raffaele Giarda is a partner in the Firm’s Rome office, chairs the Firm’s Global
Technology Media & Telecoms Industry Group and co-heads the CommercialCorporate/M&A practice in the Firm’s Italy offices.
Raffaele assists multinational and domestic clients in the areas of IT/C, media, M&A,
corporate law and commercial contracts. He advises on greenfield investments,
joint ventures, shareholders’ agreements, transactional matters as well as
regulatory issues around wireless networks and services, infrastructure rollout and
provision, satellite networks, media platforms, mobile virtual network operators
(MVNO), platforms interconnection and access, Internet of Things (IoT), disruptive
technologies, Machine-2-Machine (M2M) and Artificial Intelligence scenarios.
Raffaele has contributed articles to law journals, and often speaks at and
moderates Italian and international conferences on technology legal and
regulatory issues. He is a lecturer at the University of Rome, and at the
Italian National School for Public Administration.

Fermin Guardiola

Partner, Madrid
fermin.guardiola@bakermckenzie.com
Fermín Guardiola is a partner in the Firm’s Madrid office and Chair of the Firm’s
EMEA Employment and Compensation practice. He regularly collaborates with
economic newspapers and has co-authored several reference monographs on
labor and employment matters.
Fermin advises domestic and multinational companies on a broad range of labor
and employment matters. His practice is particularly focused on collective labor
negotiations and litigation, especially in restructurings and layoffs resulting
from mergers and acquisitions. He also has extensive experience in negotiating
collective bargaining agreements, equality plans and executive terminations.

Meredith Kaufman

Partner, New York
meredith.kaufman@bakermckenzie.com
Meredith Kaufman is a partner in the Firm’s New York office. She has
represented employers in all types of employment litigation throughout her
career. She also advises employers in the financial services, retail, technology,
and other industries on a wide range of employment issues.
Meredith’s practice focuses on employment law disputes in US federal and state
courts, before administrative agencies, and in arbitrations and mediations. She
has extensive experience handling complex employment litigation involving
non-competes and other restrictive covenants, whistleblower retaliation claims
under Sarbanes-Oxley (SOX) and Dodd-Frank, discrimination, harassment and
retaliation claims under Title VII, the ADA, the ADEA, New York State Human
Rights Law and the New York City Human Rights Law, and wage and hour
matters under the FLSA and New York Labor Law.
Meredith also advises clients on employment law compliance and related strategic
issues. She drafts employment-related policies, handbooks and agreements, and
conducts training for employers and their workforces on avoiding harassment and
discrimination claims, investigating employee complaints, employee discharge and
discipline, and whistleblowers and retaliation.

Dominika Korytek

Partner, San Francisco
dominika.korytek@bakermckenzie.com
Dominika Korytek is a partner in the Firm’s San Francisco office, a member of the
North America Tax Practice Group’s Tax Planning and Transactions Committee and
is the Chair of the Diversity & Inclusion committee for California. She routinely
advises businesses on strategies for international expansion, domestic and
international acquisitions, reorganizations and dispositions. She speaks frequently
at client seminars and conferences pertaining to international taxation sponsored
by the Tax Executives Institute (TEI), Bloomberg BNA and others.
Dominika focuses her practice on matters relating to the US federal income
taxation of corporations, with emphasis on international tax planning in mergers
and acquisitions, pre- and post acquisition reorganizations, dual consolidated
loss issues, permanent establishment risk analysis, withholding tax and indirect
(VAT/GST) tax planning. She has also assisted clients to negotiate with foreign
tax authorities to influence public policy. Her practice involves advising
corporations on their market penetration strategies within many industries
with a special focus on technology companies.

Adrian Lawrence

Partner, Sydney
adrian.lawrence@bakermckenzie.com
Adrian Lawrence is a partner in the Firm’s Sydney office and is the head of the
Firm’s Asia Pacific Technology, Media & Telecommunications Group. He advises
on media, intellectual property and information technology, providing advice in
relation to major issues relating to the online and offline media interests. He is
recognised as a leading Australian media and telecommunications lawyer.
Adrian’s practice focuses on advising on online and offline media interests
including digital copyright, data and information transfer, content and advertising
regulation, consumer protection, defamation, online payment systems and
transaction engines, online gambling, website risk minimisation measures, online
security and cryptography, securities licensing, and trade marks and domain names.

Manuel Lorenz

Partner, Frankfurt
manuel.lorenz@bakermckenzie.com
Manuel Lorenz is a partner in the Firm’s Frankfurt office and currently serves
as Head of German Financial Services Regulatory Practice.
Manuel advises banks, securities firms, payment service providers and fund
issuers as well as fintech companies on financial services regulatory matters such
as licensing and compliance as well as structuring and registration of products.
Manuel also advises on the regulatory aspects of mergers and acquisitions
involving regulated entities from the financial sector. In addition Manuel has
an equity capital markets practice and has worked on numerous initial public
offerings, tender offers and other corporate and capital markets transactions
of listed companies and he advises issuers and institutional investors on capital
markets law compliance, corporate governance and corporate structuring.

Karen Man

Partner, Hong Kong
karen.man@bakermckenzie.com
Karen Man is a partner in the Firm’s Hong Kong office and currently serves
as Head of Global Financial Services Regulatory practice.
Karen regularly advises international and local financial institutions on
all regulatory, compliance and anti-money laundering matters, including
establishment, structuring and operation of various financial services businesses
(including private banking, wealth management, brokerage, fund management,
foreign exchange), structuring of cross-border operations, development of new
products/services, licensing and regulatory inspections by the Securities and
Futures Commission and the Hong Kong Monetary Authority.
She also has extensive experience advising on multi - jurisdictional financial
services M&A and business integration.

Rowan McKenzie

Partner, Hong Kong
rowan.mckenzie@bakermckenzie.com
Rowan McKenzie is a partner in the Firm’s Hong Kong office. Rowan has
authored numerous articles on Hong Kong employment law and is an editorial
board member for LexisNexis Practical Guidance.
He has extensive knowledge and experience in all aspects of employment
law. He is consistently called upon to provide advice on the challenges of
implementing HR strategy, anticipating problems and reducing legal risks
in Hong Kong and across the region. His recent work includes advising on
employment structures and mobility arrangements as well as policy creation
and implementation, confidentiality provisions and restrictive covenants, the
implementation of share, option and bonus schemes, discrimination and sexual
harassment claims, downsizing and redundancy programs, and conducting
employment and incentives related litigation. Rowan also has considerable
experience in issues arising from share sales and transfers of business
covering employment, incentives, pension and immigration issues.

Sue McLean

Partner, London
sue.mclean@bakermckenzie.com
Sue McLean is a partner in the Firm’s London office. Sue advises clients on
technology, sourcing and digital media business models and deals, as well as
the legal issues relating to the implementation of new technologies. Sue is on
the editorial board of the Journal of Digital Banking and is a member of the
techUK working group on DLT/blockchain.
Sue advises on a wide range of technology matters including outsourcing,
digital transformation, technology procurement, development and licensing,
m/e-commerce, cloud computing, AI, FinTech, blockchain/DLT, social media,
data privacy and cybersecurity. Sue also advises on commercial agreements
and the commercial, technology and intellectual property aspects of M&A
transactions and joint ventures.

Samantha Mobley

Partner, London
samantha.mobley@bakermckenzie.com
Samantha Mobley is a partner in the Firm’s London office. She advises clients
on competition law and led the Firm’s Global Antitrust & Competition Group,
comprising a team of over 300 specialists worldwide.
Samantha is appointed by the UK Competition and Markets Authority as a NonGovernmental Advisor to the International Competition Network. She is also a
Vice Chair of the Antitrust Committee of the International Bar Association.
Samantha’s clients include global tech companies, on-line platforms and digital
solutions providers. Recent mandates include representing a third party in
the UK review of the Fox/Sky merger, which was blocked, advising a gaming
platform about its distribution strategies in Europe and counselling a price
comparison website on information exchange among competitors.

Carolina Pardo

Partner, Bogota
carolina.pardo@bakermckenzie.com
Carolina Pardo is a partner in the Firm’s Bogota office and an active member of
both the steering committees of the Latin American Competition, Compliance
and IT Groups and Global Technology, Media and Telecoms Industry Group. Her
areas of expertise include antitrust or competition law, consumer protection,
information technology and privacy law.
Carolina has participated as speaker in Colombia and abroad in events related
to privacy and data protection regulations. She actively advises and represents
national and multinational clients in investigations, in implementing internal
procedures to comply with the applicable regulations on competition, data
protection, consumer regulation and compliance matters in general. She also has
coordinated and prepared submissions containing input from industry group
members to the Colombian authorities regarding their consumer protection,
competition and data protection initiatives.

Anne Petterd

Partner, Singapore
anne.petterd@bakermckenzie.com
Anne Petterd is a partner in the Baker McKenzie Wong and Leow Singapore
office. Anne focuses on technology, telecommunications, customs and export
controls, and consumer and commercial law issues. Much of her practice
involves online, telecommunications and IT businesses as well as defence
and government procurement. She previously worked with the Australian
Government Solicitor.
Anne handles projects involving digital economy, cloud computing and
large-scale IT supplies in the Asia Pacific. Her work focuses on the retail,
telecommunications, defence, government and financial services sectors, and
often involves new business models and test regulatory issues on privacy and
telecommunications. Anne also advises on customs assessment, compliance and
export control requirements as well as related trade and product compliance
issues. She regularly works with regulators on these matters.

Gavin Raftery

Partner, Tokyo
gavin.raftery@bakermckenzie.com
Gavin Raftery is a partner in the Firm’s Tokyo office and chairs the Firm’s
Asia Pacific Banking & Finance Group. He is also one of the leaders of
Baker McKenzie’s Global Fintech Initiative.
Gavin focuses on acquisition finance, fintech, venture capital, financial services
regulation, project finance, export and trade finance, derivatives, emissions
trading, carbon finance, securitization, other structured finance transactions,
and financial product development.

Zhenyu Ruan

Partner, Shanghai
zhenyu.ruan@bakermckenziefenxun.com
Zhenyu (Jay) Ruan is a partner in the Firm’s Shanghai office. Jay specializes
in corporate and M&A and regulatory advisory matters in China. He has
acted for clients across a broad range of industries, and has extensive
experience in advising clients on strategic joint ventures and business alliances,
corporate‑commercial and technology transactions, TMT regulatory matters
as well as financial service and insurance regulatory matters.

Paolo Sbuttoni

Partner, Hong Kong
paolo.sbuttoni@bakermckenzie.com
Paolo Sbuttoni is a partner in the Firm’s Hong Kong office specialising in
technology and privacy. He advises clients in a broad range of sectors on
data privacy / cybersecurity, IT contracts and outsourcing, communications,
e-commerce, internet regulatory issues, general commercial agreements and
consumer protection. His most recent focus has been on cloud services, digital
transformation projects, and assisting Asian based clients with data privacy
compliance and the impact of GDPR. He is also currently the International
Association of Privacy Professionals (IAPP) KnowledgeNet Chapter Co Chair
in Hong Kong.

Steven Sieker

Partner, Hong Kong
steven.sieker@bakermckenzie.com
Steven Sieker is a partner in the Firm’s Hong Kong office and practices
exclusively in the area of tax law. He has authored a wide range of key articles
and publications, including the Hong Kong volume of the CCH series Tax
Planning and Compliance in Asia. Steven focuses his practice on Hong Kong,
Canadian and Asian regional tax advisory work, tax and estate planning —
especially for high-net worth individuals — and tax litigation.
He frequently represents clients in tax disputes with the Inland Revenue
Department in Hong Kong.

Jennifer Trock

Partner, Washington DC
jennifer.trock@bakermckenzie.com
Jennifer Trock is a partner in the Firm’s Washington DC office and is a member
of its Global Aviation Group. She co-leads the firm’s unmanned aircraft systems
(UAS) focus team and is the Chair-Elect of the ABA’s Forum Air & Space Law.
Jennifer routinely advises domestic and foreign airlines, airports, aerospace
manufacturers, travel distribution clients, and corporate entities on complex
aviation-related regulatory, aviation safety, litigation, enforcement, commercial
and financing matters.
She has extensive experience in foreign and domestic airline licensing,
airline restructuring and citizenship requirements, airport grant assurance
and compliance, travel distribution and global distribution systems, rulemakings,
M&A transactions, Part 77 obstruction evaluation, aviation safety and accident
investigations.

Kirsty Wilson

Partner, London
kirsty.wilson@bakermckenzie.com
Kirsty Wilson is a partner in the Firm’s London office. She is the Global chair
of Baker McKenzie’s multi-disciplinary Global Reorganizations Group which
focuses on business transformation projects such as post acquisition integration,
spin-off, carve-outs, holding company restructurings and supply chain
reorganizations for multi-national organisations.
Kirsty has focused on advising clients on reorganizations, mostly multinational
companies, for over 20 years with a particular focus on leading post acquisition
integration for technology and consumer products groups.

Robert Wright

Special Counsel, Hong Kong
robert.wright@bakermckenzie.com
Robert Wright is a special counsel in the Firm’s Hong Kong office. He has significant
experience in advising financial sponsors and multinational corporates across a range of
corporate transactions, including mergers and acquisitions, capital markets, corporate
restructurings and strategic investments for listed and unlisted companies.
Robert has been a key advisor to financial sponsors on a number of high‑profile crossborder transactions in Hong Kong, Australia and the broader the Asia Pacific region.
Robert has extensive knowledge of the financial services sector, having worked with
global financial institutions in Australia and EMEA. Robert has also worked closely
with financial sponsors in relation to strategic investments in Technology, Media and
Telecommunications, Healthcare, Financial Services, Consumer and Infrastructure sectors.

Tracy Wut

Partner, Hong Kong
tracy.wut@bakermckenzie.com
Tracy Wut is a partner in the Firm’s Hong Kong office and heads the
Firm’s Hong Kong and China M&A teams. She is experienced in mergers
and acquisitions and foreign direct investments in China and regularly
acts for clients in complex cross-border transactions, in particular in the
pharmaceuticals and healthcare sector, navigating clients through various
issues relating to investments in China.

Robert Koepp | Director of The Economist Corporate Network
Robert Koepp has led research on the Network’s Asia Business Outlook Survey,
China’s “One Belt, One Road” initiative, China’s sports industry, and the digital
transformation of Asian economies. Robert’s previous executive positions
include serving as Beijing-based Senior Vice President at ICR, a Wall Street
investor relations firm, and as Managing Director at a Sino-foreign joint-venture
of CITIC Group. Earlier, Robert had been also a Research Fellow at the Milken
Institute and a World Bank-sponsored advisor to China’s Ministry of Science
and Technology on technology cluster development.

Baker McKenzie helps clients
overcome the challenges of
competing in the global economy.
We solve complex legal problems across borders
and practice areas. Our unique culture, developed
over 65 years, enables our 13,000 people to understand
local markets and navigate multiple jurisdictions,
working together as trusted colleagues and friends
to instill confidence in our clients.
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